Logitech Folio
Keyboard 910" Universal
Tablet Case
Enjoy superior style and protection using this Logitech
Folio Keyboard 9-10" Universal Tablet Case. It lets you
turn your tablet into a laptop, increasing its functionality
to accommodate various tasks. This case also
safeguards your device from minor damages such as
knocks, bumps, scratches, and spills. Durable and
convenient, this nifty accessory makes a perfect daily
companion for people who are always on the go. Key
Features Optimised Protection: The Logitech Folio
Keyboard Universal Tablet Case is engineered to shield
your device against minor knocks, bumps, scrapes, and
spills. With its durable material and high-quality
craftsmanship, this accessory can also withstand daily
wear and tear. In addition, this case integrates a special
strap to securely wrap it close when not in use. Perfect
Typing Position: Your device is firmly locked on an ideal
63-degree typing position even if you're placing it on
uneven surfaces. Now you can enjoy great comfort
whether you’re working at home, in a cafe, or at the
office. Efficient Keyboard Design: This intuitive case
incorporates a set of well-spaced keys stretched edgeto-edge, so you can revel in a comfortable, spacious,
and smooth workspace. It also offers key travel of up to
2mm to provide optimised speed and accuracy on every
click. In addition, this accessory includes dedicated
functions and shortcut keys that you can utilise for
various systems such as iOS, Android, or Windows.
Useful Storage: This Folio Keyboard Case equips a
special storage where you can keep your stylus or pen
at hand’s reach. Long-Lasting Battery Life: This
Logitech Folio Keyboard Universal Tablet Case utilises
replaceable coin cell batteries (sold separately), offering

up to 2 years of runtime before its next change.
Seamless Connections: Thanks to its Bluetooth 3.0
connectivity, you can easily link this keyboard case with
various compatible devices. Compatible Devices: The
Logitech Folio Keyboard Universal Tablet Case works
perfectly with 9 to 10-inch Apple, Android, Amazon, or
Windows tablets. For added convenience, it also
includes a four-point grip that holds your device
securely without interfering with its buttons, ports,
cameras, or functionalities. *Note: Tablet and stylus
shown are not included.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product
Type

Logitech
Tablet Cases & Stands

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth

21.1 cm
2.5 cm

Product Height
Product
Weight

26.9 cm
.46 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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